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if you have a massive group, team, or enterprise you can buy the adobe business license (volume
license) and distribute the software you need to everyone. its an absolute gold mine when people
are distributed worldwide with multi-user licenses to do different projects, and only have to worry

about the software licenses, which is most of the time, and not having to worry about the individual
serial numbers. however if the people who needed to use it were distributed worldwide you needed
to get each individual to buy a license. in doing this the software was still licensed to each end user

rather than to the organization, even though all people using the software were on the same network
and were using the same serial number. how could this be made a whole lot easier with adobe

volume licensing you can use any licensed copy of the adobe program on any number of computers,
regardless of where they are, and regardless of who owns the software, and regardless of how many
copies are in use in a location or whether they are for commercial or private use. you just buy one

copy of adobe, go to your sales force and tell them to find people with the same serial number, and
make it easy for them to buy one license at a time. done! with every copy of the creative suite 6

ordered you will receive the following licenses that can be used concurrently: a computer software
license for one running the creative suite 6 a license key for adobe photoshop a license key for

adobe indesign a license key for adobe illustrator a license key for adobe acrobat a license key for
adobe flash a license key for adobe dreamweaver
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the benefits of using the adobe business store (abt) include getting much cheaper software, easier it
management for each seat and management of licenses across your site, as well as the ability to

upgrade on a seat-by-seat basis for fractional seat purchases (like an individual or group of 3 seats).
you'll also have the ability to run abt across pc or mac, meaning that you don't have to license

software based on the hardware platform its installed on. this is a huge time saver and can be done
per seat the other benefit to the adobe business store is that its a lot cheaper, especially when you
are running on the adobe creative cloud bundle. for one adobe business store license is 40% less

than licensing software on a per seat basis, and those savings amount to big money when you have
lots of seats or lots of software. there are many benefits to the adobe business store for enterprises,
as well as individual users. it management can be handled by either the organization themselves or
by a third party. when you create an abt account, its an individual or organizational level account,
meaning that you can limit access in groups, employees, and even contractors. individual accounts

can be delegated and anyone can take over their account. for an individual user, a single abt license
is about half the cost of full serial licenses per seat. as its cross-platform, the software you purchase

and use is going to work on your mac, windows, or linux pc. there is no business model for a
company like oems that sells software based on the hardware it runs on. like i said before, this is a

great time saver and in some cases allows smaller companies to purchase software than they would
be able to otherwise. 5ec8ef588b
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